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Two-dimensional materials with coexisting multifunctional properties offer platforms for revealing multifield
coupling physics in both lower dimension and symmetry, and enable the potential application demand for
multifunctional devices in nanoelectronics. Preceding theoretical and experimental investigations show that
layered metal oxyhalides (MOX) have diverse functional properties such as the visible-light-active photocatalyst
in Bi-based system as well as the magnetic and electron-correlated properties in transition-metal-based regime.
Here, applying first-principles calculations and time-dependent perturbation theory, we identify that GaOCl
monolayer has intrinsically multiple functional characteristics including high-temperature ferroelectricity, su-
perferroelasticity, and strong deep-ultraviolet nonlinear optical response. Our calculations indicate that GaOCl
monolayer has a ultrawide direct band gap comparable with the third-generation semiconductors, a moderate
energy barrier of ferroelectric polarization reversal but with a high Curie temperature, a superferroelasticity
attributed to the largely tunable ionic radius ration of Ga3+ and O2−, and remarkable nonlinear shift and
injection currents inside deep-ultraviolet frequencies. These intrinsical multifunctional properties render GaOCl
monolayer possible applications on ultrathin multifunctional nanoelectronics such as integrated multiferroic
devices and ultraviolet optoelectronic devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The electric-field-switchable spontaneous polarization and
thin thickness ranging from ten to few hundreds nanometers
enable thin-film ferroelectric materials to possess impor-
tant applications on modern nanoelectronics and information
technology [1]. Ferroelectricity emerging in two-dimensional
(2D) materials further pushes ultrathin monolayer ferroelec-
tricity and van der Waals ferroelectricity including bilayer
and multilayer with or without a twist, namely, 2D ferro-
electricity, into current research focuses [2–20]. These 2D
ferroelectric materials have naturally stable 2D crystal struc-
tures with intrinsically ultrathin thickness, easy fabrication
by molecular beam epitaxy or mechanical exfoliation, highly
tunable spontaneous polarization vectors including both in-
plane and out-of-plane components, excellent compatibility
with nowadays integration nanotechnology and coexisting
multiple functional properties. It is highly possible that 2D
ferroelectricity can overcome the critical thickness limit of
ferroelectricity surviving, the abrupt changes of structures
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and chemical components at interfaces, oxygen vacancy
defects and complex fabrication processes of ferroelectric
thin-film materials. Recently, researchers have prepared var-
ious 2D ferroelectric materials such as SnTe [21], CuInP2S6

[22], In2Se3 [23,24], d1T-MoTe2 [25], bis lead tetrachloride
[26], two/three-layer WTe2 [27], graphene/h-BN moiré het-
erostructure [28], twisted bilayer h-BN [29], sliding h-BN
bilayer [30], transition metal dichalcogenides bilayer [31],
antiferromagnet CuCrP2S6 [32], γ -GaSe [33], and bismuth
layer [34]. Their ferroelectricity can be characterized by mea-
suring the typical hysteresis loop between polarization and an
electric field. First-principles calculations, free energy model,
molecular dynamics, and group theory are adopted to theo-
retically predict plenty of 2D ferroelectric materials and their
functional properties. Some new ferroelectric phenomena
and mechanisms are revealed in van der Waals ferroelectric
materials, such as the vertical dipole order induced by the cou-
pling between conducting states and valley phonons [35], the
symmetry-locked out-of-plane and in-plane polarization [24],
the in-plane electrical polarization induced by ionic-potential
anharmonicity [36], the frustrated electric dipole order [37],
layer-dependent ferroelectricity [38,39], and stacking/sliding
ferroelectricity [27–31,40–46]. Multifunctional properties co-
existing and their couplings in 2D ferroelectricity also
have interesting physics and important applications, such
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as the magnetoelectric coupling multiferroicity [47–54],
the ferroelectricity-ferroelasticity multiferroicity [55–65], the
ferroelectricity-manipulated transports [66,67], and the ferro-
electric nonlinear optical response [68–76]. Especially, 2D
materials with broadband optical response, large nonlinear
optical susceptibilities and harmonic generation enable the
promising on-chip photonic and optoelectronic applications
[77,78].

Layered metal oxyhalides together with their 2D coun-
terparts have diverse functional properties and potential
applications. Layered bismuth oxyhalides (BiOX , where X =
Cl, Br, I) have a band gap of 1–3 eV [79,80], the remarkable
visible light absorption [79,81] and the enhanced mobility
of photo-generated carrier [81,82]. Consequently, BiOX are
excellent visible-light-active photocatalysts including water
splitting, toxic pollutants decomposition and CO2 reduc-
tion [82–90], which are used for environmental protections
and sustainable energy sources. Transition-metal oxyhalides
(TMOX) and their few layer structures have intriguing
magnetic, multiferroic and electron-correlated properties for
spintronic applications and for revealing correlation physics.
CrOX monolayers display intrinsically ferromagnetic semi-
conducting behavior with Curie temperature of about 150 K
from theoretical calculations [91], where its spin exchange
coupling is tunable by strain [92], and its half-metallicity is
possibly formed by doping [93]. Layered CeOI is an antiferro-
magnetic Mott insulator [94], and TiOX has a Mott insulating
states from Hubbard interactions [95]. VOX (X = Cl, Br)
monolayers have theoretically antiferromagnetic ferroelas-
tic properties [96], Both VOF and VOF2 monolayers have
theoretically ferromagnetic ferroelectric multiferroic proper-
ties [97,98], and Cu2OCl2 has magnetoelectric multiferroic
property with intrinsic magnetic and ferroelectric couplings
in experiments [99]. Recently, VOCl monolayer has been
synthesized by the chemical exfoliation method [100], and
magnetic characterization provides an evidence for magnetic
order in this material. Antiferromagnetic FeOCl monolayer
predicted theoretically [101] has also been fabricated by the
recently developed chemical vapor transport approach [102],
and the optical and electrical measurements show highly
in-plane anisotropic property owing to its low structural sym-
metry. The rare-earth oxyhalide monolayers are theoretically
predicted to be dynamically stable and have a wide band gap
of 3–6 eV with remarkable linear optical absorptions [103].
The structural, electronic, piezoelectric, dielectric, thermal,
and photocatalytic properties for some other metal oxyhalide
monolayers have been investigated from first-principles cal-
culations [104–107]. The Carrier mobility, doping-induced
ferromagnetism, and piezoelectricity of the GaOCl monolayer
are also predicted from first-principles calculations [108].

However, few works are performed on the ferroelec-
tric, ferroelastic, and nonlinear optical properties of metal
oxyhalide monolayers. Using first-principles calculations,
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations and time-dependent pertur-
bation theory, we identify that GaOCl monolayer has in-
trinsically multiple functional characteristics including high-
temperature ferroelectricity, superferroelasticity, and strong
deep-ultraviolet nonlinear optical response. Calculated results
from structural relaxation, molecular dynamics, and phonon
spectrum indicate that GaOCl monolayer is energetically,

thermodynamically and dynamically stable, and the electronic
structure and electron density calculations show a ultrawide
direct band gap of 4.28 eV as a consequence of high elec-
tronegativity of Cl and O. The Berry phase based spontaneous
polarization computation and the simulation of the polariza-
tion reversal kinetic process verify the 2D ferroelectricity
of GaOCl monolayer, and both molecular dynamics (MD)
and MC simulations show its high Curie temperature. The
solid-state nudged elastic band (SSNEB) calculations verify
that GaOCl monolayer can sustain several structural phase
transitions because of the largely tunable ionic radius ration of
Ga3+ and O2−, enabling its superferroelasticity property. The
broken inversion symmetry and ultrawide band gap indicate
that GaOCl monolayer has potential second-order nonlinear
optical characteristics. Therefore we apply time-dependent
perturbation theory together with the Wannier interpolation
method to calculate its second-order nonlinear optical conduc-
tivity. The calculated results show remarkable nonlinear shift
and injection conductivities inside deep-ultraviolet frequency
range, rendering GaOCl monolayer potential applications in
integrated ultraviolet optoelectronic devices.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

The density functional theory (DFT) calculations are
performed by using the projector-augmented wave (PAW) for-
malism and the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized
gradient approximation as implemented in Vienna ab initio
simulation package (VASP 5.4) [109–112]. All the structures
are optimized by conjugate gradient method with asymmetric
constraints. The plane wave energy cutoff is 500 eV, and the
convergence criteria for energy and force are 10−4 eV and
0.001 eV/Å, respectively. The thickness of the vacuum layer
is set at 30 Å to avoid artificial interaction between images
of different periods. Van der Waals interactions through the
Grimme correction is taken into account for bulk structure. We
also use Monkhorst-Pack method [113] and use a 5 × 6 × 1
grid for k-point sampling. The SSNEB method [114] is used
to search the switching pathways and determine the upper
limit of energy barriers, and the Berry phase method [115] is
used to evaluate polarization. The Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof
(HSE06) hybrid functional [116] is employed to calculate the
more accurate band structures and density of states. Molecular
dynamics simulations are performed within the NVT ensem-
ble with the time step of 2 fs at different temperature. The
4 × 3 supercell of GaOCl monolayer is equilibrated for 10 ps
with 5000 steps [117]. The Monte Carlo simulations of the
effective Hamiltonian are performed in a periodically repeated
box of 15 × 15 × 1 unit cells. We adopt the mean field theory
to describe the interaction between modes. In order to get
reliable results for atomic displacements, we perform at least
20 000 MC sweeps for thermalization, followed by at least
2000 additional sweeps to compute thermal averages. For
calculations on phonon spectrum, the unit cell is extended into
4 × 4 × 1 supercells, a 2 × 2 × 1 k-point sampling is used,
the convergence criteria for energy is set as 10−8 eV/Å, and
the plane wave cutoff energy is set as 600 eV.

Responding to the light illumination with its time-
dependent electric field Eb(t ) = Eb(ω)eiωt + Eb(−ω)e−iωt ,
during transitions the position variations and the
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FIG. 1. (a) Different views of GaOCl bulk, where the red, green, and cyan balls represent O, Cl, and Ga atoms, respectively. The middle
inset shows the first Brillouin zone with corresponding high-symmetry k points. (b) The energy band diagram of GaOCl bulk, where the blue
and red lines represent the results of PBE and HSE, respectively, and the calculated band gaps based on PBE and HSE are correspondingly
2.46 and 4.04 eV.

asymmetrical injection rates for electrons in materials
with broken inversion symmetry correspondingly produce
the second-order shift photocurrent jshi

c (0, ω,−ω) =
σ shi

c;ab(0, ω,−ω)Ea(ω)Eb(−ω) and the injection photocurrent

jin j
c (0, ω,−ω) = η

in j
c;ab(0, ω,−ω)Ea(ω)Eb(−ω), where σ shi

c;ab

and η
in j
c;ab are the third-rank optical conductivity tensors.

Within the framework of time-dependent perturbation theory,
σ shi

c;ab and η
in j
c;ab during the interband transitions, i.e., ω �= 0,

read [68,70,118–121]

σ shi
c;ab(0, ω,−ω) =−πe3

h̄2

∫
k

∑
n,m

Im
[
ra

mn(k)rb
nm,c(k)

]

× fnmδ(ωmn − ω),

η
in j
c;ab(0, ω,−ω) =−2πe3τ

h̄2

∫
k

∑
n,m

	c
mn(k)rb

nm(k)ra
mn(k)

× fnmδ(ωmn − ω). (1)

Here,
∫

k = ∫
dνk/(2π )ν with ν as the dimension;

ra
mn(k) = va

mn(k)/(iωmn) is the interband dipole matrix,
i.e., interband Berry connection, where h̄va

mn(k) =
〈m|∂ka H (k)|n〉, and h̄ωmn = Em(k) − En(k) with
Hamiltonian H (k) and energy Em(k) as a function
of wave vector k; rb

nm;c is the covariant derivative
of rb

nm with respect to kc; fn = 1/[e(En (k)−μ)/(kBT )+1]
is the Fermi distribution with the chemical potential µ,
temperature T and fnm = fn − fm; τ is the relaxation time;
and 	c

mn(k) = vc
mm(k) − vc

nn(k) is difference between the
group velocity vc

mm(k) of the mth band and the group velocity
vc

nn(k) of the nth band.
We adopt the WANNIER90 package [122] to construct

the tight-binding Hamiltonian in the Wannier representation

within a given energy window, through projecting the Bloch
wavefunctions from the DFT calculations onto the maximally
localized Wannier functions. The position operator 〈0i|r̂|R j〉,
Wannier centers 〈0i|r̂|0 j〉, and hopping energy 〈0i|Ĥ |R j〉 in
the Wannier basis are the output after the Wannier function
interpolation. Using the eigen states of the Wannier tight-
binding Hamiltonian, Wannier position operator, and Wannier
centers, we construct the Berry connection matrices and their
covariant derivatives in the Hamiltonian gauge for the calcu-
lations on the nonlinear optical conductivity in Eq. (1).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Crystal structure and band structure of GaOCl bulk

Metal chalcogens halides have been widely investigated
for their rich structures and properties. For layered metal
oxyhalides, there are four general structural types including
FeOCl, GaOCl, PbFCl, and SmSI structures with Pmmn,
Pca21, P4/nmm, P63/mcm symmetries respectively, which
are fabricated by controlling the ratio of the M3+ ionic radius
to the O2− ionic radius (i.e., rM3+/rO2− ) [123]. The smallest
ratio with rM3+/rO2− between 0.35 and 0.44 produces the
GaOCl structure. After the structural relaxation, the calculated
GaOCl bulk is shown in Fig. 1(a). The calculated lattice con-
stants are correspondingly 5.74, 8.35, and 5.15 Å along a, b,
and c directions, which are consistent with the corresponding
experimental values 5.65, 8.33, and 5.08 Å from the powder
diffraction line intensity analysis [123]. As we can see, each
unit cell has four units of the chemical formula, in which Ga
ions locate at a slightly distorted tetrahedron coordinated to
three O2− and one Cl−. The O2− vertices of the tetrahedra are
linked together in puckered layers perpendicular to the c axis,
and each O2− is shared by three tetrahedra. The Cl− vertices
are unshared and lie on alternating sides of the Ga-O net along
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FIG. 2. (a) Cleavage energy Ed (d ) = E (d ) − E (d0) with energy E (d ) of the system and cleavage strength σ (d ) = ∂Ed (d )/∂d of GaOCl
bulk as a function of cleavage distance d with respect to the original distance d0, where the inset represents the process of exfoliating one
monolayer from the bulk. (b) Molecular dynamics simulations at 300 K with snapshots of stable structure of GaOCl monolayer from different
views in the insets. (c) Calculated phonon dispersion spectrum of GaOCl monolayer showing no imaginary frequencies. (d) Electronic band
structures (PBE and HSE06) of GaOCl monolayer along the path of high-symmetry points in the first Brillouin zone. (e) Density of states
(DOS) of GaOCl monolayer with the corresponding total (TDOS) and projected components. (f) Electron density distributions (Edd) of
LUMO and HOMO.

the given row of tetrahedra and induce the central symmetry
breaking along the c axis. The GaOCl bulk consists of the
AA-stacked layers by van der Waals interactions.

The calculated energy bands from PBE and HSE are plot-
ted in Fig. 1(b), where the band path inside the first Brillouin
zone is given in Fig. 1(a). The conduction band bottom and the
valence top are at the same � point, and the calculated band
gaps from PBE and HSE is 2.46 and 4.04 eV, respectively.
Therefore the GaOCl bulk is a wide band gap semiconductor
with a direct band gap.

B. Cleavage simulation, phonon spectrum, and electronic
structures of GaOCl monolayer

Similar to other van der Waals laminated materials, GaOCl
monolayer can be obtained from its bulk counterpart via me-
chanical cleavage or liquid-phase exfoliation processes [124].
Here the cleavage process is simulated through a model sys-
tem containing four GaOCl monolayers in Fig. 2(a). With the
increasing cleavage distance d with respect to the original
distance d0, the cleavage energy Ed with its definition of
Ed = E (d ) − E (d0) [125] and the cleavage strength σ defined
as σ = ∂Ed/∂d as a function of d are calculated and plotted in
Fig. 2(a). As we can see, when the cleavage distance d is close
to 12 Å, Ed and σ change very little. The final cleavage energy
is 0.15 J/m2 and the cleavage strength is 0.54 GPa, which are
comparable to those (0.37 J/m2 and 2.10 GPa) for graphene
exfoliated from graphite [126]. In this respect, the monolayer
exfoliation from GaOCl bulk is experimentally feasible. The
obtained lattice constants for GaOCl monolayer are 5.74 and
5.16 Å along a and c directions, respectively. The very little

structural change for isolated monolayer GaOCl compared
with its bulk counterpart indicates the weak vdW interaction
between neighboring layers.

Figure 2(b) shows the first-principles molecular dynamics
simulations of GaOCl monolayer at 300 K temperatures for
9 ps. As we can see, GaOCl monolayer still maintains its
structural integrity without broken bonds, and the temperature
fluctuation is small. Therefore GaOCl monolayer is thermody-
namically stable at room temperature. Our further calculated
results show that the basic framework of GaOCl monolayer is
still well maintained at 900 K but broken at 1100 K, which
indicates the melting point of GaOCl monolayer is around
1000 K. The dynamically stability of GaOCl monolayer is
also confirmed by the absence of imaginary frequency phonon
from the phonon dispersion spectrum as shown in Fig. 2(c).
We further calculate the elastic constants of GaOCl monolayer
and obtain C11 = 43.7, C22 = 53.1, C12 = 8.7, C21 = 8.7, and
C66 = 23.7 N/m, respectively. We find that C11C22 > C12C21

and C66 > 0, which satisfy the criteria of mechanical stability
for 2D materials. Therefore GaOCl monolayer is mechani-
cally stable.

The electronic structures of GaOCl monolayer are calcu-
lated by using both PBE and HSE, and the results are shown
Fig. 2(d) with its density of states in Fig. 2(e). A wider
direct band gap is 4.28 eV for GaOCl monolayer than the
band gap 4.04 eV of its bulk. The ultrawide direct band gap
is inside the range of the third-generation semiconductors
GaN (3.4 eV) and Ga2O3 (4.8 eV) [127]. Therefore GaOCl
monolayer have possibly potential applications in integrated
ultraviolet optoelectronic devices and higher breakdown per-
formance electronic devices, due to its large band gap energy
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FIG. 3. (a) The polarization reversal kinetic pathway of GaOCl monolayer with corresponding structures in the insets, where the energy
barrier is about 0.221 eV per f.u. (b) The calculated phonon dispersion spectrum of the intermediate state with fixed lattice. (c) The calculated
and fitted double-well potential of GaOCl monolayer as a function of the polarization. (d) The calculated and fitted dipole-dipole interaction of
GaOCl monolayer. (e) The snapshots of structures with corresponding ferroelectric domains during the kinetic pathway of domain wall motion
of monolayer GaOCl in (f).

and ultrathin thickness. The electron density distributions at
HOMO and LOMO are plotted in Fig. 2(f). We can see that,
the HOMO is mainly contributed by 2p orbitals of O, and
the LUMO is mainly contributed by the 3p orbitals of Cl.
Therefore the ultrawide band gap for monolayer GaOCl is
attributed to the high electronegativity of oxygen and chlorine.

C. Ferroelectricity of GaOCl monolayer

A macroscopic polarization emerges in GaOCl monolayer
with Pca21 symmetry because of its broken centrosymmetry
and semiconductor features. We thus study the polarization
reversal kinetic pathway of GaOCl monolayer. The whole
dynamic path of polarization reversion can be described
as follows. Firstly, the low-symmetrical ferroelectric phase
evolves towards high-symmetrical paraelectric structure un-
der the external electric field. During this process, the lattice
constant along a axis expands, the lattice constant along c
axis contracts, and the Ga-O network transitions from the
quasihexagonal structure in the left inset of Fig. 3(a) to
the quasitetragonal structure in the up inset of Fig. 3(a)
with chloride atoms straightened along b axis. Secondly, the
high-symmetrical paraelectric structure evolves towards low-
symmetrical ferroelectric phase spontaneously through an
opposite symmetric process along the gradient of the potential
energy surface. In the end, the macroscopic electric polar-
ization is reversed in the right inset of Fig. 3(a). During the
polarization reversal the energy barrier is about 0.221 eV per
formula unit (f.u.). This moderate energy barrier indicates the
macroscopic electric polarization reversion in GaOCl mono-
layer is feasible via an appropriate external electric field.

The unstable phonon frequencies associated with
zone-center polar modes in the ideal high-symmetry prototype

phase of ferroelectrics are often identified to illustrate
displacive instabilities [36]. Spontaneous polarization
emerges during the structural phase transition process
from a high-symmetry nonpolar structure to a low-symmetry
polar structural phase with the decreasing temperature.
We calculate the phonon dispersion spectrum of the high
symmetrical paraelectric structure and plot the result in
Fig. 3(b). The existence of imaginary frequency phonon (soft
optical mode) indicates that the polarization of ferroelectric
GaOCl monolayer arises from the lattice network distortion
of the high-symmetrical structure with a symmetry breaking.

Ferroelectric phase transition is a key problem in
conventional proper ferroelectrics [128–130]. The Curie
temperature for ferroelectric transitions in GaOCl monolayer
can be predicted from the Landau free energy (F )
model, where F = ∑

i[(A/2)P2
i + (B/4)P4

i + (C/6)P6
i ] +

(D/2)
∑

〈i, j〉(Pi − Pj )2, with the polarization Pi of the unit cell
at position i and the parameters A, B, C, and D determined
from the first-principles calculations. The first three terms are
contributed by the energy from the second, fourth, and sixth
orders of the local modes, which describe the anharmonic
double well free energy. The last term reflects the contribution
of the nearest neighbor coupling of local modes. Firstly, we
calculate the free energy as a function of the polarization
and plot the energy curve in Fig. 3(c). The calculated
polarization is ensured on the same branch without skipping
polarization quantum, and the spontaneous polarization is
about 1.16 × 10−10 C/m. We use the anharmonic double
well free energy model to fit the calculated curve and
obtain parameters A = −7.08, B = 4.31, and C = 0.71 with
corresponding units such that the free energy is in units of eV
per unit cell. Note that per unit cell of GaOCl monolayer has
4 dipole, and hence these parameters A, B, and C need to be
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TABLE I. Ferroelectric polarization P in unit of 10−10 C/m of
monolayer GaOCl at different temperatures simulated by MD or MC
method.

T (K ) 100 300 500 700 900 1100

PMD 1.0196 1.2161 1.0399 1.2021 1.1558 1.0400
PMC 1.1585 1.1574 1.1560 1.1549 1.1536 1.1525

divided by 4 so that the energy unit is eV per formula unit
with one dipole. Secondly, we calculate the free energy only
contributed by the local mode coupling and plot the result
in Fig. 3(d). We use the linear relationship between F and
(Pi − 〈Pj〉)2 to fit the free energy, and obtain the coupling
strength parameter D = 1.46 such that the free energy is in
units of eV per unit cell as well.

To obtain the ferroelectric Curie temperature of GaOCl
monolayer, we use the ab initio molecular dynamics to com-
pute spontaneous polarizations at different temperatures, as
listed in Table I. On the other hand, we also apply the Monte
Carlo simulation based on the Landau free energy model to
compute the spontaneous polarizations at different temper-
atures and also list the results in Table I for comparisons.
The spontaneous polarization does not change significantly
even though the temperature rises to the melting point. This
result is also consistent with the high energy barrier of do-
main wall motions in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f). Therefore GaOCl
monolayer has an excellent stability of high temperature
ferroelectricity.

D. Superferroelasticity of GaOCl monolayer

Due to their membrane features, 2D materials can usually
sustain relatively large strain, which can be induced by
mechanical loadings or substrate engineering. Layered metal
oxyhalides have four usual structural types with Pmmn,

Pca21, P4/nmm, P63/mcm symmetries, and these structures
can be transformed from each other by changing the ratio of
the M3+ ionic radius to the O2− ionic radius [123]. The largely
tunable ionic radius ration in a continuous way allows various
structural phase transitions. Strain can play a similar role
in changing the ratio rM3+/rO2− and transform the structural
phases of GaOCl monolayer. Therefore GaOCl monolayer
may exhibit various structural phase transitions which
possibly enable a remarkable ferroelasticity phenomenon. We
use the SSNEB method to investigate the possible ferroelastic
phase transition in GaOCl monolayer. The obtained results
are presented in Fig. 4 and these processes are described as
follows.

Process 1. The structural symmetry changes from the initial
Pca21 to Pmmn through an intermediate phase with an energy
barrier of 0.5 eV/f.u. (or 0.17 eV/atom). The a-directional
lattice constants of the intermediate and Pmmn phases are
6.23 and 6.51 Å, respectively.

Process 2. The structural symmetry changes from Pmmn
to P4/nmm firstly, and then transition back to Pmmn but
with the orientation of a 90◦ rotation, namely, PmmnR90◦.
During this process, the energy barrier is 0.13 eV/f.u. (or 0.04
eV/atom), and the a-directional lattice constants of P4/nmm
and PmmnR90◦ phases are 7.35 and 7.64 Å, respectively.

Process 3. The structural symmetry transitions from
PmmnR90◦ back to Pca21R90◦, through a larger energy bar-
rier of 0.58 eV/f.u. (or 0.19 eV/atom). The a-directional
lattice constant of Pca21R90◦ is 10.30 Å.

The feasibility of such a stretching process is further exam-
ined by comparing the energy profile and stress-strain curve
[131] for different phases of GaOCl monolayer.

In process 1 from Pca21 to Pmmn, the structure does not
fracture before reaching the energy degeneracy point, at which
the lattice constant is equals to 6.02 Å corresponding to a
strain of 4.88% with respect to the lattice constant 5.74 Å
of Pca21, and the stress is equals to 2 N/m respectively, as
shown in Figs. 5(a) and 5(d).

FIG. 4. Three ferroelastic phase transition processes driven by the uniaxial strain along double arrows in the top panel, with energy varying
during processes 1–3 in the bottom panel, where circle points are calculated from DFT and red lines are from the modified Bezier fitting.
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FIG. 5. Calculated energy (up panel) and stress (down panel) as a function of lattice constant in [(a) and (d)] for Pca21 and Pmmn, in
[(b) and (e)] for Pmmn, P4/nmm, and PmmnR90◦, and in [(c) and (f)] for Pca21R90◦ and PmmnR90◦.

In process 2 from Pmmn to P4/nmm, the structure does ei-
ther not fracture before reaching the energy degeneracy point,
where the lattice constant is equal to 7.03 Å corresponding
to a strain 16.78 % compared with Pmmn or a strain 22.47%
compared with Pca21, and the stress is equal to 7.2 N/m as
shown in Figs. 5(b) and 5(e).

In process 3 from Pmmn R 90◦ to Pca21R90◦, the structure
has no fractures before arriving the energy degeneracy point,
where the lattice constant is equal to 8.66Å corresponding to
a strain 13.35% with respect to Pmmn R 90◦ or a strain 50.9%
compared with Pca21, and the stress is equal to 8.2 N/m, as
shown in Figs. 5(c) and 5(f).

For all the three processes, when the applied strain exceeds
the energy degeneracy point, the later structural phase is more
energy favorable, and thus the ferroelastic phase transition
tends to proceed spontaneously. The very large strain and
robust structural transitions without fractures indicates that
monolayer GaOCl is superferroelastic. We also note that, the
calculated phonon spectrum of the Pmmn phase with lower
energy shows a very small imaginary frequency around �,
and this means that the Pmmn phase is most likely to be
dynamically stable, but there is relatively large energy barrier
with about 0.5 eV/f.u. as shown in Fig. 4.

E. Nonlinear optical conductivity of GaOCl monolayer

As shown in Fig. 1, there is an obvious inversion sym-
metry breaking in the bc plane from the view of a axis. The
broken inversion symmetry enables the ferroelectric polariza-
tion along the c axis. Owing to the symmetry requirements
from the space group Pca21[132], we need to calculate these
nonlinear optical conductivities with a fixed current direction
along the polarization direction for 2D materials [70,118–
120], i.e., σ shi

c;aa, σ shi
c;bb, σ shi

c;cc, σ
in j
c;aa, σ

in j
c;bb, and σ

in j
c;cc. However,

within the Wannier tight-binding model, the tensorial compo-
nents with the index of b denoting the direction of the vacuum

FIG. 6. Band structures from DFT calculation and Wannier
interpolation for GaOCl monolayer (top). Nonlinear optical con-
ductivities σ shi,3D

i; jk for shift current (middle) and η
in j,3D
i; jk for injection

current (bottom) in GaOCl monolayer as a function of photon energy
h̄ω.
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FIG. 7. Susceptibility densities ρshi
i; jk (k) for shift current and

ρ
in j
i; jk (k) for injection current in GaOCl monolayer in unit of πe/h̄

at h̄ω = 6 eV as denoted by the vertical dashed lines in Fig. 6. All
individual subfigures have the same labels of kx and ky axes in unit
of Å−1.

layer are not calculated due to the lack of the wave vector
component kb, i.e., without the periodicity along b direction.

Figure 6 shows the band structures from the Wannier
interpolation and the nonlinear optical conductivities as a
function of photon energy h̄ω with h̄τ−1 = 0.02 eV for
GaOCl monolayer, where the photon energy range is set from
3.5 to 8.5 eV according to the band gap and the effective
energy window from the Wannier interpolation. We rescale
these nonlinear optical conductivities to σ shi,3D

i; jk and η
in j,3D
i; jk

by the factor tu/tm [119,120], where tu = 30 Å is the slab
thickness of unit cell along b direction, and tm = 5.79 Å
is the single-layer thickness of GaOCl. The shift and injec-
tion conductivities have a large nonlinear response magnitude
with the order of 102 µA/V2, which is comparable to that
of other 2D semiconductors and [70–73,119,120] and bulk
GaAs with the maximum magnitude around 30 µA/V2 [133].
Especially, those large nonlinear optical current responses are
inside deep-ultraviolet frequency range higher than 4.28 eV,
enabling applications in integrated ultraviolet optoelectronic
devices.

Although the sapce group Pca21 makes σ shi
c;aa, σ shi

c;cc, σ
in j
c;aa,

and σ
in j
c;cc as independent components, they can also be zero or

small value for some special photon energy range, as shown
in Fig. 6. To illustrate how the these large or small nonlin-
ear optical susceptibilities emerge, we further calculate the
susceptibility densities ρshi

i; jk (k) for shift current and ρ
in j
i; jk (k)

for injection current in Fig. 7, where the nonlinear optical
susceptibilities are determined by σ shi

i; jk = ∫
k ρshi

i; jk (k) and

η
in j
i; jk = ∫

k ρ
in j
i; jk (k) in Eq. (1) and the photon energy is given

at h̄ω = 6 eV as an example. As we see, the two suscepti-
bility densities ρshi

c;aa(k) and ρshi
c;cc(k) show even distributions

for k and hence their integrals on k enable the remarkable
shift current. For injection current at h̄ω = 6 eV, ρ

in j
c;aa(k) and

ρ
in j
c;cc(k) have the odd distributions about k, supporting small

injection currents, as shown in down panel of Fig. 6. At last,
we figure that the projection procedure within the Wannier
function interpolation might violate the original symmetry
and lead to relatively small nonzero values for these compo-
nents which should be zero from symmetry requirements. In
future, calculations on nonlinear optical conductivities includ-
ing symmetrized wannierization need to be further performed
with the same crystal symmetries [134–136].

IV. CONCLUSION

We use cleavage simulation, molecular dynamics simu-
lation and phonon spectrum computations within the first-
principles calculations to find that GaOCl monolayer is a new
2D metal chalcogens halide, which is thermodynamically sta-
ble from room temperature to 1000 K. The broken inversion
symmetry and wide direct band gap of 4.28 eV for GaOCl
monolayer enable ferroelectric spontaneous polarization. We
further apply polarization reversal kinetic simulation, Landau
free energy model calculations with dipole-dipole interaction
and ab initio molecular dynamics together with Monte Carlo
simulation to verify that GaOCl monolayer is a displacive
ferroelectricity with high phase transition Curie temperature
more than its melting point. The calculated energy-strain rela-
tion and stress-strain relation within the SSNEB method show
that GaOCl monolayer can sustain various structural phase
transition processes without fractures and hence exhibits a
superferroelasticity property. The time-dependent perturba-
tion theoretical calculation shows that GaOCl monolayer
possesses large deep-ultraviolet shift and injection current
responses as a consequence of nonzero susceptibility den-
sities with even distributions of k. Our theoretical results
suggest that GaOCl monolayer is a good candidate for ap-
plications on novel integrated ultrathin ferroelectric electron-
ics, superferroelastic devices, and deep-ultraviolet nonlinear
optoelectronics.
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